
DIS English 2 – Review Speech 2 Rubric 
 

Part 1: Content 
 

Introduction 5 points 
Started with an effective attention-getter (“hook”)   
Elaborated on the subject + used transition sentence(s) after introduction > body  
  
Body 10 points 

Gave a brief summary and reasons why you liked it  
Clearly stated the first main point and supported it with easy-to-follow details  
Clearly stated the second main point and supported it with easy-to-follow details  
Clearly stated the third main point and supported it with easy-to-follow details  
Moved between main points with smooth transitions  
Used simple vocabulary; used a transition before the conclusion  
 
Conclusion 5 points 
Gave a strong recommendation; reviewed the main points of the speech  
Ended with some interesting final remarks   
 
Visual aids 5 points 
Simple, clear and to the point (i.e. not overloaded with information)  
Big enough so that everyone in the room could see it clearly  
Explained all of the information that was contained in each one   
Used them well (i.e. talked to the audience – not the visual aid; didn’t block anyone’s view 
of the visual aid(s); showed them only when talking about them, etc. 

 

   
Total points (out of 100) for Content                                                           total:   
 

Part 2: Delivery 
  
 10 points 
Spoke slowly, clearly, loudly  
Used short, comprehensive sentences  
Pronounced every word correctly  
Refrained from using fillers  
No moments of silence  
Maintained audience interest by being enthusiastic, exaggerating inflection, and avoiding 
being monotone 

 

Looked around the room often and made eye contact with everyone  
Did not read script or rely on note cards too much  
Had good posture; body language was appropriate  
Facial expressions were appropriate  
Fit the time limit: 4:30” (minimum) to 5’ (maximum)  
*-0 (zero) points for 4:30-5’; -20 for under 4:30” or over 5’ 

 

  
Total points (out of 100) for Delivery – Part 2                                            total: 
  
Part 1 + Part 2 / 10 = X points/20                                                             

  
 


